Welcome to our 53rd Edition of “Big School Buzz” as the first term holiday
break, fast approaches. We trust that you will find this month’s
edition of great value again as we strive to provide you with
‘edunews’ you can really use – from educational updates and
lifestyle trends, to exciting new product launches,
technological breakthroughs, and more. We’ll keep it light, fresh
and informative, and an absolute joy to read at all times. Please feel
free to pass it on to your fellow colleagues, friends and family as we
grow the “Big School Community”, together. And be sure to lend a hand
and light up a life, wherever you can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Power And Potential Of Green Schoolyards. Living school
grounds are richly layered outdoor environments that strengthen local
ecological systems while providing place-based, hands-on learning
resources for children of all ages. If green schoolyards could be built
at every school they would provide every child in every city with high
quality access to nearby nature on a daily basis – democratising nature
access across socio-economic, racial and cultural lines. Green schoolyards foster children’s
social, physical and intellectual growth and health by providing congenial settings for curiosity,
collaboration, imagination, exploration, adventure and wonder. Green spaces of all types have
profound therapeutic properties too that lower our blood pressure, help us relax and provide
other ‘feel good’ benefits that improve the wellbeing of children, teachers, school administrators
and visitors alike. >>>
Learning And Having Fun In The Classroom. Tablets, apps and laptops
have created many opportunities for the “gamification” of learning.
There are benefits to shrouding learning in gameplay, as students may
not realise just how much learning is happening when they get pulled
into the adventure of a good game. Incorporating anything that is
hands-on is a great way to make learning fun. Research has also shown
that students learn best when they have a “brain break” during the course
of the school day. And what’s more fun than a field trip as part of the
learning mix? Field trips are a super way for students to connect what
they are learning at school, with that of the outside world, beyond the
walls of the classroom. >>>
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Play Makes Kids Happier And Smarter. Play is often talked about as if it
were a relief from serious learning. But for children, play is a way to cope
with life and to prepare for adulthood. Playing is a way to solve problems
and to express feelings. In fact, play is the real work of childhood and is
fundamentally important to a child’s growth. Through play children
develop cognitive, problem-solving, and social skills. Play also breaks down barriers and lays the
foundation for adult relationships. But today’s society has made it difficult for children to play
as they did in the past. Parents don’t feel safe allowing their children to roam freely, and with
busy schedules and many hours spent playing electronic games, children are not having the free
play that they used to. Play is such a natural thing indeed, but we are imposing adult practices
on children. Children are highly pressured these days. People who play well, really live life well.
Play deprivation is a terrible thing – a world without play for children is not an option. >>>
SchoolAdvisor Does All The Groundwork For You In Product
Procurement. Find, replace, fix, or upgrade any product or service for
your school. You may request quotes for anything from custom-made
laboratory chairs to software licenses, from air-conditioning repairs to
security fencing, and so much more. How much valuable time does your
school spend trying to find competitive quotes from reputable suppliers? This comprehensive
service now eliminates all the frustration and is absolutely “Free” for your school to use, courtesy
of SchoolAdvisor. >>>
Parental Involvement And Responsibilities In Support Of Learning. The
South African Schools Act (#84, 1996) has the interests of all South
Africans and its children at heart, and is premised on the principle that
you, the parent, have a fundamental right to participate in decisions
taken about your child’s educational future. You need to know and be
informed that all school policies must be aligned to the South African Constitution and you
should have access to information regarding both your rights, and parental obligations, in terms
of the South African Schools Act of 1996, as gazetted. >>>
Podiatry Matters – Ill-Fitting Shoes Can Cause Life-Long Foot Problems.
Your feet are used to take baby steps, to walk, and to run. No matter
what your age, young or old, having healthy feet is an important part of
good health. Each foot contains 26 bones, which are held in position by
hundreds of ligaments, tendons and muscles, making it an extraordinarily
complex mechanism. The foot acts as an amazingly versatile and intricate shock absorber that
protects the body with each and every step. This is only one of many important reasons why you
should take good care of your feet. Footwear which is too large, too small, or does not fit
correctly, can cause life-long foot problems and severe deformity in extreme cases. Always wear
correct fitting shoes. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Billion Child Foundation is turning schools into centres of excellence. >>>



Makerspace environments makes learning a fun process. >>>



Smart investors choose Lego as their toy of choice. >>>



Deal with adolescence in a caring and compassionate way. >>>



Intel Education is transforming education in schools worldwide. >>>

